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What are some different ways a company might get money for its long term needs? We've covered

short term financing in previous tutorials, but what about long term needs? This tutorial will cover the

topic of debt financing. Our discussion breaks down as follows:

1. Debt Financing

Debt financing is an arrangement in financing where a company takes a loan and agrees to pay back the loan
at a specified point in time. Now, businesses will use financial leverage to borrow funds that they need to try
to increase the return on their owner's equity in their long term plans or goals.

This is true as far as return on that owner's equity, as long as the businesses' earnings are going to be greater
than the interest that is charged for that particular loan. So, this is beneficial as long as the earnings are going
to be solid for a company. If something unexpected happens, however, then the plan can backfire, because
the business has to make up that interest payment along the way. For small businesses, long term financing is
typically only loans.

Look at the graph below. Note that the blue area represents earnings for a company and the red area is the
interest that's going to be charged for a particular type of long term financing.

WHAT'S COVERED
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Notice that the company is making from $12,000 up to about $13,500 per year, from 2010 to 2015. The
interest along the way decreases along the maturity of the loan in this case. Therefore, as long as there is that
gap between earnings and interest, then the situation is favorable for this particular financing. However, the
company has to watch out for unexpected occurrences or outlays, especially at the beginning, that result in
the company not being able to make up the difference between the earnings and the interest. In that case,
they'd be in trouble.

  TERM TO KNOW

Debt Financing

An arrangement in financing where a company takes a loan and agrees to pay the loan back at a

specific point in time.

2. Long Term Loans

Long term loans are typically offered by banks. Manufacturers and suppliers may also provide long term
credit, which functions as a type of long term loan as well. When businesses get loans for more than a year,
they need to have a term loan agreement, which is a promissory note that details a repayment process for that
particular loan.

These are typically very long and complicated. Consider, for example, this older type of promissory note to
pay back a loan from the Imperial Bank of India in Rangoon.
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The bank has loaned this particular person 20,000 rupees, who has agreed to pay it back on order at an
interest rate of 6.5% every single year. Therefore, the interest builds every single year at 6.5%, and if the
borrower isn't making any payments on that particular loan, then when the bank wants its money back, the
borrower will have to pay the initial 20,000 rupees plus that 6.5% that's matured over the life of the long term
loan.

3. Corporate Bonds

Corporate bonds are a slightly different type of long term financing. A bond is a financial instrument where the
organization, a company, or the government offers an IOU to the holder of the bond. The organization
promises to repay the IOU with specified interest by a specific date.

Corporate bonds are a great way to raise money long term for a company, in addition to loans. Typically, you'll
see this done in addition to any loans a company may have through a bank, and essentially, it's a promise by
the corporation or the government to repay the money by the maturity date.

The maturity date is the final payment due date for a loan or other monetary instrument such as a bond. Now,
with bonds, all the legal information you need to know about the bond is going to be in something called the
bond indenture. Typically, a corporation appoints someone called a trustee, who is an independent person or
a firm that serves as the representative for the bond owner. In most cases, this is going to be a bank—
someone who is independent from the bondholder or the bond issuer, and who will be responsible for
communication between the corporation and the bond owners.

There are different types of corporate bonds. One type of corporate bond is called a debenture bond. A
debenture bond is unsecured and typically, it's only issued by financially strong companies because the only
thing that secures it is the company's word that they will pay this bond back. Think about it—if the company
wasn't strong and trustworthy, nobody would issue this bond because there would be no guarantee that the
company would actually pay it back.
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Another type of corporate bond is a mortgage bond. A mortgage bond is made up of pooled property that's
used as collateral against the face value of the bond. So, if for some reason the corporation defaults or
doesn't pay back the bond in accordance with the bond indenture, then the pooled property is sold and those
funds are used to pay back the bond.

  TERMS TO KNOW

Bond

A financial instrument where the organization (A company or the government) offers an IOU to the

holder of the bond where the organization promises to repay the IOU with specified interest by a

specific date.

Maturity Date

The final payment due date for a loan or other monetary instrument, such as a bond.

4. Bonds vs. Loans

Now, let's take a look at bonds versus loans and compare the two.

Long Term Loans Bonds

Typically there are a limited number of parties

involved—basically just the person taking the loan

and person or the institution issuing the loan.

There are a lot more people involved with this type of

financing instrument.

It's a relatively quick process to arrange It takes a much longer time to arrange because you

have to arrange for buyers and financing, find the

trustees, and develop the bond indenture.

Payback times are usually between 3 to 7 years. The term on a bond is anywhere from 10 to 30 years, so

it takes a considerably long time to pay back and the

bonds are hanging over the business for the entire 10-

to 30-year term.

The interest rates are generally anywhere from 6%

to 12%, depending on how creditworthy the

business is.

Bonds typically pay an interest rate between 5% and

10%, and there is a higher cost involved to sell and

administer them.

There's also typically no public disclosure about

the financial information involved within the long

term loan. No one else needs to know what the

terms of the loan are.

 EXAMPLE  If you issue a bond for $1,000, for example, because of the high sell and administration

cost, you will only recoup about $900 or so against that $1,000 promise to pay back. As the one

issuing the bond, you won't recoup the full face value. However, if you buy this bond, you can be

assured that you'll get that full face value back—plus the 5% to 10% interest rate every year for the life

of the bond.
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Today we learned about debt financing. We also learned about long term loans and corporate bonds.

Lastly, we compared bonds vs. loans to see how they stack up against each other. 

Good luck!

Source: adapted from sophia instructor james howard

  

Bond

A financial instrument where the organization (A company or the government) offers an IOU to the

holder of the bond where the organization promises to repay the IOU with specified interest by a

specific date.

Debt Financing

An arrangement in financing where a company takes a loan and agrees to pay the loan back at a

specific point in time.

Maturity Date

The final payment due date for a loan or other monetary instrument, such as a bond.

SUMMARY

TERMS TO KNOW
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